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Termites are called quiet destroyers for a reason. Several property owners only see indications 

of damages when there is a great deal of it. Termites eat trees and plants that are not alive 

anymore and their ability to tear wood using their mouths are the factors humans must be 

worried about their residences. Although termites do not typically surpass one centimeter in 

dimension, the damage they cause to residence frameworks, as well as furnishings, can be 

extremely costly. 

Termite warning signs 

Prior to it too late, you can check the following warning signs of a termite problem in your 

house: 

 You listen to a hollow wood sound at the time you knock over your wall surface, your 

rack, or any other wood product in your house 

 You observe mid tubes on beams, outer walls, as well as other feasible crawl areas 

 Bubbling or fractures paint in your wall surfaces might be passing places for termites 

from outside 

 You observe a swarm of winged pests around your home and then you find a lot of 

thrown out wings from those insects inside or outdoors your house. 

Termite damage indications 

 The signs of termite damages in fact rely on the kind of termites invading your home. 

Whether your residence is made with all wood or a few other materials, it might still go 

to danger for termite invasion. When doubtful, contact your local parasite control 

professional especially if you see these damages indications: 

 Subterranean termites do not make really apparent damage but once you see it, it’s 

generally currently completely blown. You will see visible puzzles on your walls as 

well as the damage would look similar to water damages. 

 There are additionally dry wood termites, as well as you will find them inside your wall 

surfaces or furnishings. The first indications of damage include splits that originate 

from inside the timber. 

What to do when you see termite issues in the house? 



First of all, for protection from termite infestation, you require to do the following to safeguard 

your commercial or residential property: 

 Remove any type of wetness problems you have in your house like dripping taps, 

regularly wet as well as water-filled up gutters or vents, and pipeline holes. 

 Eliminate resources of food like particles, firewood, as well as stumps. Prevent timber 

to touch soil because this is a very usual entry point for termites right into houses. 
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